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Abstract—Object oriented database models are largely used object in today’s word as you know this object are used for required data are stored in this object because this is integrated programming in this program their rare mostly used the various programming language these are purpose used object database. This research we use modeling language this the graphical representation of the using different representation given for different sceneries such as class diagrams and other things.

In this research paper we developed the system for the conversion of object oriented data models in the class diagrams with the help of case study it very beneficial to the developed because the object database mode consist object and also the unified modeling represent object in the different formats.
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INTRODUCTION

Object-oriented systems are very powerful in today world. Its making the impact on the applications which developed in software. The idea was taken from procedure driven programming now it examples are Simula, Smalltalk and C++. It has since been adopted and extended, particularly to cover the broader range of software engineering activities including modeling, specifications and design phases of software construction. Even the field of artificial intelligence, especially knowledge engineering, has (somewhat independently and in parallel with development in programming) found the object-oriented approach to be particularly effective. Following is the basic diagrams for these object oriented modeling which object stored the database for retrieving or processing
Following are the concept of object oriented with the help of Bank management system in which bank management system use the database for the different whole bank in which the data objects are created for the each and every entities each and every entity having different attributes. Persistent memory having the abstract database objects the different operation store different truncations and intermediate provide operations it is interface user interface and different concept one by one.

**Classes**: The persistent data of tables in the relational model is replaced by a collection of persistent ADOs, and the generalized data manipulation procedures are replaced by the public interfaces of objects.

**Dynamic Binding & user interface**

We have seen that data classes define the meta-structure of an object-oriented database as well as the behavior of ADOs that instantiate them. Different applications will typically call for different data classes to be defined. A standard user interface of generalized operations that is application independent. Instead, the user interface for an application must be defined in the object-oriented database schema itself.

**Dynamic Binding**

The name of a procedure statically defines the code to be executed, i.e. it is possible to determine at compile time the code to be activated for any procedure call. Suppose for example, the following procedure was defined: Object-Oriented Data Model

```
Print_balance( accountno: String, amount: Numeric) {… code–for–Print_Person …}
```

The procedure name ’Print_balance’ will be statically bound to {… code–for–Print_Person …}.

**Dynamic & Static Inheritance**

A user-defined class will typically use system-provided classes (and other defined classes) to structure its private memory and define its methods. Memory is structured as a set of variable-domain bindings.
allowing essentially client-server associations between Data objects. In object-oriented systems, messages play the role of procedure calls and method selectors are analogous to procedure names. In contrast, however, it is not possible to determine statically the code to be executed for a given message. This is because the instance to which a message is directed can only be determined dynamically (at run-time) and the code associated with the specified selector is likely to be different for objects from different classes.

![Diagram](image-url)

**UML (Unified Modeling Language)**

IT professionals use a unified language as for developing computer applications. It is standard programming depending on the same phenomena similar to Linux, J2EE. It works on diagrams, there are different graphical representations for different entities. The most useful, standard UML diagrams are: use case diagram, class diagram, sequence diagram, state chart diagram, activity diagram, component diagram, and deployment diagram. Let explain all these with the help of different examples.

**Use Case:** The relationships among different use cases. Use-case diagrams generally show groups of use cases -- either all. The main purpose of the use-case diagram is to help development teams visualize the functional requirements of a system. Following figure illustrated the Use Case.

![Use Case Diagram](image-url)

The diagrams show use case of customer who are looking for withdrawal of money also manager shows the annual report the truncation will be done cashier and also those customer having loan that...
case will section by loan officer these complete diagrams shows the overall structure of application which also helps to developed the database object using different data models

Class diagrams

The class diagram shows how the different entities (people, things, and data) relate to each other; in other words, it shows the static structures of the system. A class diagram can be used to display logical classes, which are typically the kinds of things the business people in an organization talk about – Loan, account, customer, bank, place, loans, and interest rates. Class diagrams can also be used to show Implementation classes, which are the things that programmers typically deal with. An implementation class diagram will probably show some of the same classes as the logical classes diagram. The implementation class diagram won't be drawn with the same attributes, however, because it will most likely have references to things like Vectors and Hash Maps.

![Class Diagram Example](image)

**Figure**: Sample diagram for the class diagram for Withdrawal

Every developer know the class diagram how to create with the help of use case also it provide the inheritance concept e.g. when any one wants to open account there are two type have account 1.saving 2.current both having some similar attribute which comes from account i.e. account no,& amount etc.

There number of types for diagrammatic model such as

**Sequence diagram**

A sequence diagram has two dimensions: The vertical dimension shows the sequence of messages/calls in the time order that they occur; the horizontal dimension shows the object instances to which the messages are sent. State chart Diagram it shows the flow of truncation how the flow of the operations happened state to state It can be argued that every class has a state, but that every class shouldn't have a state chart diagram. Only classes with "interesting" states -- that is, classes with three or more potential states during system activity

**Activity diagram**

It is the procedural flow of diagram it actually shows the high level business diagrams to show the operation in the business process
Deployment diagram
It is the actually deployment of the representation or its called physical implementation. We are developing the bank model now we knows the OO database models consist Different objects

![Deployment Diagram](image)

Figure: For the class diagrams for entities

A sample of object oriented database is the Sequence diagram for banking system

![Sequence Diagram](image)

Analytical Study of OO-Database object to the UML Model are

Query Response Time calculation
In object database query process the query processor is a procedure that selects the suitable strategy which executes and generates the result. Query processor select the appropriate query for produce the result at minimum time. The query response time is a time in which the query processor executes and
generates a result in the response of requested data-base by the user. The query response time (QRT) is the part of the query processing strategy (QPS). 

For calculating the response time the algorithm given below as 

DECLARE @EndTime DATETIME
DECLARE @StartTime DATETIME
DECLARE @I INT
SET @I = 0
SET @StartTime = GETDATE()
SET @EndTime = GETDATE()
While (@I < 10) 
Begin
PRINT 'StartTime = ' + CONVERT(VARCHAR(30), @StartTime,121)
Select Cust_Name, Date_of_Commt, Prem_Due_Date from tblCustomers
SET @I = @I + 1
PRINT 'EndTime = ' + CONVERT(VARCHAR(30), @EndTime,121)
PRINT 'RESPONSETIME = ' + CONVERT (VARCHAR(30), @ENDTIME - @STARTTIME,114) + ''
End

by the use of above code, a query response time is compute on the basis of five runs. It is computed in millisecond and on the basis of five runs, average response time is evaluated. In query, lines of codes are increase from 10 to 10^5. As depicted in the graph, it is increasing as the lines of code increasing. 

Conclusion

In this paper we show UML is the powerful Programming language and the language helps to converting the object oriented data model to UML model it help to developed application and database also it calculate the execution speed with the help of total response time. query response time is computed after designing of the UML class and the steps of executions in the form of sequence diagram. This conversion of object oriented database model is very powerful tool for the converting into UML model which helps to develop the readymade programs It very useful for developing the large application.
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